10/10/16

Attendance: Olivia Martel, Bobby, Ingrid, Sid, Frank, Ariel, Andrew, Ashley, Viet, Ting, Kyle, Abe

Missing: Hussein, Fermi, Alejandro

1. Picking a date for the Fall formal
   a. Decide between Nov. 19 and Dec. 3 – Unanimously decided on December 3rd
   i. Theme is Harry Potter
2. Funding request – German Graduate Club -- $150 for their conversation hour weekly on Wednesdays -- $90 for food, $60 for alcohol
   a. Agreeing to approve $150 for food exclusively
3. Coffee house update – Coffee house is opening today, October 10, 2016. 13-14 baristas and 2 additional students who are not eligible to work
   a. Requested small speakers to play jazz music
   i. Viet is donating his own speakers for this. Way to go, Viet! Thanks!
   ii. Get more keys made for the baristas, put in a request for all the baristas to have $20 deposit for the keys
4. Projector room update – put in order to OIT, parts are ordered
5. Facilities update – Laundry room had an issue which was handled immediately by Alejandro
6. Dbar update – Earnings are consistent with last year.
   a. Renovations are underway, slowly moving along
7. Discussions of a graduate student center are underway with the GSG – considering Graduate College and Campus Club and taking feedback at the moment
   a. Would like to have a pilot student center to see how that works out before settling on a permanent location